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World War II and Postwar America

Books available in the Library

World War II

- *Complete history of World War II* / Francis Trevelyan Miller - M-STACK D743.B55 1948

Atomic Bomb

- *Atomic bomb: The great decision* / Paul R. Baker - M-STACK D842.B.34
- *Great decision: The secret history of the atomic bomb* / M-STACK D767.2.A5

Postwar America


**Web Sites**

- *Best of History Web Sites: World War II*
- *BBC History - World War Two*
- *The Avalon Project - World War II: Documents*
- *University of San Diego - World War II Links on the Internet*
- *Truman Library - The Decision to Drop the Atomic Bomb: Documents*
- *Truman Presidential Museum and Library*
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**The 1950s**

**Materials available in the Library**

- *Baby boomers* / Paul C. Light - M-STACK HN59.2.L54 1988
- *Lost revolutions: The South in the 1950s* / Pete Daniel - T-STACK F216.2.D36 2000

**Books available in other libraries**

- *The 1950s* / Stuart A. Kallen
- *The 1950s* / William H. Young and Nancy K. Young
- *Happy days and wonder years: The fifties and the sixties in contemporary cultural politics* / Daniel Marcus
- *Teenagers and teenpics: The juvenilization of American movies in the 1950s* / Thomas Doherty
- *As seen on TV: The visual culture of everyday life in the 1950s* / Karal Ann

**Videos available in other libraries**

- *Forever 50's* [videorecording] / Kit Parker Films
- *Youth rebellion movies* / Marc Perlman
- *45/85: America and the world since World War II* [videorecording] (4 videocassettes) / ABC News
Web Sites
- WWW Virtual Library History: USA: 1950-1959
- Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1950 - 1959
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The Cold War

Materials available in the Library

Cold War

- Specter of communism: The United States and the origins of the Cold War, 1917-1953 / Melvyn P. Leffler - M-FEENEY COLLECTION E744.L432 1994 FEENEY COLL.

Social Aspects

- Cold War and the color line: American race relations in the global arena / Thomas Borstelmann - M-FEENEY E185.61.B728 2001 FEENEY COLL.
- Russians are coming! The Russians are coming!: Pageantry and patriotism in Cold War America / Richard M. Fried - M-STACK E169.12.F736 1998
- Baby boomers / Paul C. Light - M-STACK HN59.2.L54 1988

CIA

- Bay of Pigs and the CIA / Juan Carlos Rodriguez - M-STACK F1788.R547 1999
- The Central Intelligence Agency, history and documents - M-STACK JK468.I6C46 1984
- At Cold War' End: US Intelligence on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, 1989-1991 (online)

Korean War
- Origins of the Korean War / Peter Lowe - M-STACK DS918.L68 1986
- Truman-MacArthur controversy and the Korean War - M-STACK DS919.S62
- War in peacetime: The history and lessons of Korea / J. Lawton Collins - M-STACK DS918.C62
- Korea: The unknown war / Jon Halliday and Bruce Cumings - M-STACK DS918.H23 1988
- Korean War / Max Hastings - T-STACK DS918.H34 1987

Books available in other libraries
- The Cold War: First series / Benjamin Frankel (Ed.)
- The Cold War: Second series / Dennis E. Showalter DuQuenoy
- The Cold War: The essential readings / Klaus Larres and Ann Lane (Eds.)
- Debating the origins of the Cold War: American and Russian perspectives / Ralph B. Levering
- The Cold War: A history in documents and eyewitness accounts / Jussi Hanhimaki and Odd Arne Westad
- The Cold War: A history in documents / Allan Winkler
- Stalin's American policy: From entente to detente to Cold War / William Taubman
- The rhetorical presidency, propaganda, and the Cold War / Shawn J. Parry-Giles
- Class and culture in cold war America: A rainbow at midnight / George Lipsitz
- The 1950s / Stuart A. Kallen
- The 1950s / William H. Young and Nancy K. Young
- Happy days and wonder years: The fifties and the sixties in contemporary cultural politics / Daniel Marcus
- The CIA and American democracy / Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones
- The Korean War in world history / William Stueck (Ed.)
- Rethinking the Korean War: A new diplomatic and strategic history / William Stueck
- The Korean War: The West confronts communism / Michael Hickey
- The Korean conflict / Burton I. Kaufman
- Executive secrets: Covert action and the presidency / William Daugherty
- A companion to post-1945 America / Jean-Christophe Agnew
Videos available in other libraries

- *Forever 50's* [videorecording] / Kit Parker Films
- *Youth rebellion movies* / Marc Perlman
- *45/85: America and the world since World War II* [videorecording] (4 videocassettes) / ABC News
- *Battle for Korea* [videorecording] / Dave Flitton

Web Sites

- *The Avalon Project: The Cold War*
- *The Cold War Museum*
- *Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars: Cold War International History Project*
- *Truman Presidential Museum and Library*
- *WWW Virtual Library History: The Cold War*
- *Mount Holyoke College: The Cold War*
- *CNN: Cold War*
- *BBC History: Cold War*
- *Naval Historical Center - The Korean War*
- *Mount Holyoke College: The Korean War*
- *NSA Korean War Commemoration*
- *Truman Library - Korea +50: No Longer Forgotten*
- *BBC News - The Korean War*
- *United States Military Academy - Korean War*
- *CIA Activities in Chile*
- *Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1950 - 1959*
- *Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1960 - 1969*
- *Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1970 - 1979*
- *Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1980 - 1989*
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**John F. Kennedy**

Books available in the Library

*John F. Kennedy*

- *JFK, the presidency of John F. Kennedy* / Herbert S. Parmet - M-STACK E842.P34 1984
- *Kennedy legacy* / Theodore C. Sorensen - M-STACK E842.S57
- *Kennedy years* / Jacques Lowe - M-STACK E842.N45
- President Kennedy: Profile of power / Richard Reeves - M-STACK E842.R358 1994
- Free enterprises: Kennedy, Johnson, and the business establishment - M-STACK HD3616.U47R69
- Foreign policy in the sixties: The issues and the instruments / Roger Hilsman and Robert Good (Eds.) - M-STACK JX1395.H53
- Plausible denial: Was the CIA involved in the assassination of JFK? / Mark Lane - T-STACK E842.9.L296 1991

Cuba

- Cuban Revolution: Origins, course, and legacy / Marifeli Perez-Stable - M-STACK F1788.P455 1993
- Bay of Pigs: An oral history of Brigade 2506 / Victor Andres Triay - M-STACK F1788.T75 2001
- Bay of Pigs and CIA / Juan Carlos Rodriguez - M-STACK F1788.R547 1999
- Essence of decision: Explaining the Cuban missile crisis / Graham T. Allison - M-STACK E183.8.R9A64
- Missile crisis - M-STACK E841.A2
- On the brink: Americans and Soviets reexamining the Cuban Missile Crisis / James Blight and David Welch - T-STACK E841.B57 1989

Videos available in the Library

- The JFK tapes / Films for the Humanities and Sciences - M-STACK E841.J44 1998

Books available in other libraries

- The 1960s / William S. McConnell (Ed.)
- Reassessing the sixties: Debating the political and cultural legacy / Stephen Macedo (Ed.)
- Kennedy's wars: Berlin, Cuba, Laos, and Vietnam / Lawrence Freedman
- The Kennedys and Cuba: The declassified documentary history / Mark J. White
**Missiles in Cuba: Kennedy, Khrushchev, Castro and the 1960s** / Mark J. White

**The Cuban missile crisis** / Mark J. White

**Deadly secrets: The CIA-Mafia war against Castro and the assassination of JFK** / Warren Hinckle and William W. Turner

Videos available in other libraries

- **The fabulous 60's** [videorecording] (11 videocassettes) / Hobel Letterman Productions
- **American foreign policy: Kennedy and confrontation** [videorecording] / Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.
- **45/85: America and the world since World War II** [videorecording] (4 videocassettes) / ABC News
- **John Fitzgerald Kennedy: A celebration of his life and times** [videorecording] (3 videocassettes) - Reader's Digest
- **Thirteen days** [videorecording] - New Line Cinema
- **Rivals. JFK vs. Khrushchev** [videorecording] - Jaffe Productions
- **Inside the Cuban Missile Crisis** [videorecording] - ABC News

Web Sites

- **John F. Kennedy Library and Museum**
- **PBS - American Experience - John F. Kennedy**
- **White House Tapes.org - JFK and the Space Race**
- **American President.org - John Fitzgerald Kennedy**
- **George Washington University - The Cuban Missile Crisis**
- **George Washington University - Bay of Pigs**

Lyndon B. Johnson

Books available in the Library

- **Our presidents** / James Morgan - M-STACK E176.1.M84 1969
- **Free enterprises: Kennedy, Johnson, and the business establishment** - M-STACK HD3616.U47R69
- **Unmaking of a president: Lyndon Johnson and Vietnam** / Herbert Y. Schandler - M-STACK DS558.S33
- **Dereliction of duty: Lyndon Johnson, Robert McNamara, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the lies that led to Vietnam** / H. R. McMaster - M-FEENEY COLLECTION DS558.M43 1998 FEENEY COLL.
- **The unraveling of America: A history of liberalism in the 1960s** / Allen J. Matusow - M-FEENEY COLLECTION E841.M33 1986 FEENEY COLL.

Books available in other libraries

- **Lyndon B. Johnson: Portrait of a president** / Robert Dallek
- **The 1960s** / William S. McConnell (Ed.)
- **Johnson's war/Johnson's Great Society: The guns and butter trap** / Jeffrey W. Helsing
- **Lyndon Johnson and the Great Society** / John A. Andrew
- **Lyndon B. Johnson and American liberalism: A brief biography with documents** / Bruce J. Schulman

Web Sites

- [Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Museum](http://www.lyndonbjohnsonlibrary.org)
- [American President.org - Lyndon Baine Johnson](http://www.americanpresident.org)
- [America Presidents.org - Lyndon B. Johnson](http://www.americanpresidents.org)
- [Presidents of the United States - Lyndon B. Johnson](http://www.presidentsofusa.org)
- [PBS American Experience - Lyndon B. Johnson](http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/lbj/)
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### The 1960s

Materials available in the Library

- **Historical dictionary of the 1960s** / James S. Olson (Ed.) - M-REFSTACK REF E841.H58 1999
- **All you need is love: The Peace Corps in the spirit of the 1960s** / Elizabeth C. Hoffman - M-STACK HC60.5.C626 2000
- **American women in the 1960s: Changing the future** / Blanche Linden-Ward and Carol Hurd Green - M-STACK HQ1421.L56 1992
- **Coming apart: An informal history of America in the 1960s** / William L. O'Neill - M-STACK E839.O5 1971
- *New Left: A documentary history* - M-FEENEY COLLECTION HN59.T46 FEENEY COLL.
- *From Camelot to Kent State: The sixties experience in the words of those who lived it* - M-STACK E841.M67 1987

Books available in other libraries

- *Happy days and wonder years: The fifties and the sixties in contemporary cultural politics* / Daniel Marcus
- *The great society: Lessons for the future* / Eli Ginzberg
- *The clouded vision: The student movement in the United States in the 1960s* / David L. Westby
- *Does American hate the poor?: The other American dilemma for the 21st century from 1960s to the 1970s* / John E. Tropman
- *A generation divided: The new left, the new right, and the 1960s* / Rebecca E. Klatch
- *1960-1980: The twentieth century* / Jennifer A. Bussey
- *Turbulent years: The 60s* / by the editors of Time-Life Books

Videos available in other libraries

- *The '60s* [videorecording] - NBC Studios Inc.
- *45/85: America and the world since World War II* [videorecording] (4 videocassettes) / ABC News
- *The '60s* [videorecording] (2 cassettes) - Jim Chory

Web Sites

- [Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1960 - 1969](#)
- [WWW Virtual Library History: USA: 1960-1969](#)
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**Martin Luther King Jr.**

Books available in the Library
- **A call to conscience: The landmark speeches of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.** / Martin Luther King Jr. - M-STACK E185.97.K5A5 2001
- **Parting the waters: America in the King years, 1954-63** / Taylor Branch - M-STACK E185.61.B7914 1988
- **Pillar of fire: America in the King years, 1963-65** / Taylor Branch - T-STACK E185.61.B7915 1998
- **We shall overcome: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Black freedom struggle** / M-STACK E185.97.K5W4 1993
- **Why we can't wait** / Martin Luther King Jr. - T-STACK E183.61.K54 1964
- **The dream: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the speech that inspired a nation** / Drew D. Hansen - M-STACK E185.97.K5H273 2003
- **The Cold War and the color line: American race relations in the global arena** / Thomas Borstelmann - M-FENNEY COLLECTION E185.61.B728 2001 FEENEY COLL.
- **Uplifting the race: Black leadership, politics, and culture in the twentieth century** / Kevin Kelly Gaines - M-FENNEY COLLECTION E185.86.G35 1996 FEENEY COLL.
- **America divided: The civil war of the 1960s** / M-STACK E841.I87 2000
- **Voices of freedom: An oral history of the civil rights movement from the 1950s through the 1980s** / Henry Hampton and Steve Fayer - T-STACK E185.61.H224 1990
- **Civil rights: The 1960s freedom struggle** / Rhoda Lois Blumberg - M-STACK E185.615.B558 1984
- **In the spirit of Martin: The living legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.** / Gary Miles Chassman - M-STACK E185.97.K5C46 2001
- **The civil rights movement: Opposing viewpoints** / William Dudley (Ed.) - M-STACK E185.61.C615 1996
- **Ring out the freedom!: The voice of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the making of civil rights movement** / Fredrik Sunnemark - M-STACK E185.97.K5S866 2004

Videos available in the Library

- **Legacy of a dream Martin Luther King** [videorecording] - M-STACK E185.615.L4
- **Great American Martin Luther King, Jr.** [videorecording] - T-STACK E185.97.K5M3
- **Understanding the civil rights movement** [videorecording] - M-STACK E185.6.U53 1990

Books available in other libraries

- **Judgment days: Lyndon Johnson, Martin Luther King, Jr., and the laws that changed America** / Nick Kotz
- **A dream of freedom: The civil rights movement from 1954 to 1968** / Diane McWhorter
- **Black liberation and the American dream: The struggle for race and economic justice: analysis, strategy, readings** / Paul Le Blanc (Ed.)
- **Civil rights** / Jill Karson
- **Voices of our blood: America's best on the civil rights movement** / Jon Meacham
- **Fire in the streets: America in the 1960s** / Milton Viorst
Videos available in other libraries

- **Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: A historical perspective** [videorecording] / Mellisa Wegman
- **Citizen King** [videorecording] / ROJA Productions

Web Sites

- Stamford University - *The Martin Luther King, Jr. Papers Project*
- Seattle Times - *Martin Luther King Jr. & the Civil Rights Movement*
- Nobelpriro.org - *The Nobel Peace Prize 1964 Martin Luther King Jr.*
- *The King Center*
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Vietnam War

Books available in the Library

- *The first Vietnam War* / Peter M. Dunn - M-STACK DS553.1.D86 1985
- *Cambodia & the Vietnam War* / Hal Kosut - M-STACK DS557.A64C28
- *To bear any burden: The Vietnam War and its aftermath in the words of Americans and Southeast Asians* / Al Santoli - M-STACK DS559.5.S25 1999
- *From Camelot to Kent State: The sixties experience in the words of those who lived it* - M-STACK E841.M67 1987
- *The report of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest; including special reports: The Jackson State, the Kent State tragedy* / United States. President's Commission on Campus Unrest - M-STACK LA229.A54 1970

Videos available in the Library


Books available in other libraries

- **The history of the Vietnam War** / Douglas Welsh
- **The unfinished war: Vietnam and the American conscience** / Walter H. Capps
- **The Vietnam War: A study in the making of the American policy** / Michael P. Sullivan
- **The Vietnam War: A history in documents** / Marilyn Blatt Young
- **Vietnam, the necessary war: A reinterpretation of America's disastrous military conflict** / Michael Lind
- **Four dead in Ohio: Was there a conspiracy at Kent State?** - William Gordon
- **The Fourth of May: Killings and coverups at Kent State** / William Gordon
- **Kent State: What happened and why** / James A. Michener
- **Lynch Street: The May 1970 slayings at Jackson State College** / Tim Spofford
- **A companion to the Vietnam War** / Marilyn Blatt Young

Videos available in other libraries

- **LBJ and Vietnam: In the eye of the storm** [videorecording] - The History Channel

Web Sites

- [PBS - American Experience - Vietnam Online](#)
- [Vassar College - The Wars for Vietnam: 1945 to 1975](#)
- [The History Place - The Vietnam War](#)
- [University of Texas - The Vietnam War Declassification Project](#)
- [University of California at Berkley - Recalling the Vietnam War](#)
- [Kent State University - May4.Net](#)
- [Jackson State University - The May 1970 Tragedy at Jackson State University](#)
- [The Vietnam Veterans Memorial](#)
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Feminist Movement

Books available in the Library

- *The feminine mystique* / Betty Friedan - M-STACK HQ1420.F7C.2 or M-FEENEY COLLECTION HQ1426.F83 1984 FEENEY COLL.
- *It changed my life: Writings on the women's movement* / Betty Friedan - M-STACK HQ1413.F75A34 1976
- *Women's liberation* / Michael E. Adelstein - M-STACK HQ1154.A34
- *The politics of women's liberation: A case study of an emerging social movement and its relation to the policy process* / Jo Freeman - M-STACK HQ1426.F84

Books available in other libraries

- *Motherhood reconceived: Feminism and the legacies of the sixties* / Lauri Umansky
- *Betty Friedan and the making of the feminine mystique* / Daniel Horowitz
- *Disco divas: Women and popular culture in the 1970s* / Sherrie A. Inness
- *Mass media and the shaping of American feminism, 1963-1975* / Patricia Bradley
- *Faces of feminism: An activist's reflections on the women's movement* / Sheila Tobias

Web Sites

- [Houghton Mifflin - Feminist Movement II: From 1960 to the present](#)
- [WWW Virtual Library History: USA: Women's](#)
- [Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1950 - 1959](#)
- [Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1960 - 1969](#)
- [Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1970 - 1979](#)

Richard Nixon

Books available in the Library

- *Everything you wanted to know about Nixon, but were afraid to ask...* / Gerald C. Gardner - M-STACK E856.G36
- *White House years* / Henry Kissinger - M-STACK E855.K57
- *Breaking of a President* / Marving Miller - M-STACK E860.M54
Right and the power: The prosecution of Watergate / Leon Jaworski - M-STACK KF228.U5J3
United States v. Nixon: The President before the Supreme Court / Leon Friedman (Ed.) - M-STACK KF4570.A7F74
The Final days / Bob Woodward - M-STACK E861.B47
Nixon in winter / Monica Crowley - T-STACK E856.C75 1998
Five presidents and the legacy of Watergate / Bob Woodward - T-STACK E839.5.W66 1999

Videos available in the Library


Books available in other libraries

Richard Nixon and the quest for a new majority / Robert Mason
The Vietnam War files: Uncovering the secret history of Nixon strategy / Jeffrey Kimball
Watergate and the resignation of Richard Nixon: Impact of a Constitutional crisis / Harry Jeffrey (Ed.)
No peace, no honor: Nixon, Kissinger, and betrayal in Vietnam / Larry Berman
President Nixon: Alone in the White House / Richard Reeves

Web Sites

Richard Nixon Library and Birthplace
Internet Public Library - Richard Milhous Nixon
American President.org - Richard Milhous Nixon
PBS American Experience - Richard M. Nixon
CATO Institute - Global Interventionism and a New Imperial Presidency
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1970s
Books available in the Library

- *Day by day, the seventies* / Thomas Leonard, Cynthia Crippen, and Marc Aronson - M-REFSTACK REF D848.L4 1988
- *Issues of the seventies* / Fred F. Harcleroad (Ed.) - M-STACK LA227.3.I8
- *Legacy of the seventies* / Lewis B. Mayhew - M-STACK LA227.3.M386
- *Neo-isolationism and the world of the seventies* / Walter Laqueur - M-STACK E840.L36
- *Seventies: Problems and proposals* / Irving Howe and Michel Harrington - M-STACK HN65.H62
- *Up against the corporate wall: Modern corporations and social issues of the seventies* / S. Prakash Sethi - M-STACK HD60.5.U5S47 1977

Books available in other libraries

- *America in the seventies* / Stephanie A. Slocum-Schaffer
- *America in the seventies* / Beth Bailey & David Farber (Eds.)

Web Sites

- [Kingwood College: American Cultural History: 1970 - 1979](#)
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**Jimmy Carter**

Books available in the Library


Videos available in the Library

Books available in other libraries

- *Sharing good times* / Jimmy Carter
- *The Carter presidency* / Gary M. Fink and Hugh Davis Graham

Videos available in other libraries

- *Jimmy Carter* [videorecording] / PBS Home Video

Web sites

- [Jimmy Carter Library and Museum](#)
- [PBS American Experience - Jimmy Carter](#)
- [American President.org - James Earl Carter, Jr.](#)
- [Nobelprize.org - Jimmy Carter - Nobel Lecture](#)
- [Presidents USA - Jimmy Carter](#)

### Ronald Reagan

Books available in the Library

- *President Reagan* - M-STACK E877.P73
- *Reagan, the man, the President* / Hedrick Smith - M-STACK E877.R4 1980

Videos available in the Library
- **We the people: The President and the constitution** [videorecording] / Anthony Potter - M-STACK JK515.W42 1991 or T-STACK JK515.W42 1991

Books available in other libraries
- **There he goes again: Ronald Reagan's reign of error** / Mark Green and Gail MacColl
- **Ronald Reagan's path to victory** / Kiron K. Skinner (Ed.)
- **The Reagan presidency: Pragmatic conservatism and its legacy** / W. Elliot Brownlee and Hugh Davis Graham
- **Presidents from Reagan through Clinton, 1981-2001** / Crothers Lane and Nancy Lind
- **Reagan in his own hand** / Kiron Skinner (Ed.)
- **Ronald Reagan and the politics of freedom** / Andrew Busch
- **The future under President Reagan** / Wayne Valis (Ed.)
- **The Reagan revolution** / Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Web Sites
- [Ronald Reagan Presidential Library](#)
- [The Public Papers of President Ronald W. Reagan](#)
- [PBS American Experience - Reagan](#)
- [Presidents USA - Ronald Reagan](#)